
 

Online classes Risk Assessment – Dancing with CDC Ref.: Online_Dance_01 

 

Describe the activity under assessment:  
 
Online lectures, also called online classes, organised by the Cambridge Dancers’ Club (CDC) during the Covid19 pandemic is assessed.  
The general CDC risk assessment as published on the CDC website (https://www.cambridgedancers.org/) applies. Only additional risks due to the ongoing 
Coronavirus pandemic and the virtual nature of the activity are assessed in this document.  
 
Furthermore, our privacy policy as published on the CDC website (https://www.cambridgedancers.org/) applies for all information collected. 
 
At the time of writing the following regulations apply: http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2020/684/regulation/5/made   
All members are encouraged to observe the governmental guidelines as outlined in the link below at any time: https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus   

 

List of 
significant 
hazard(s) 

Description of what could go 
wrong, who is affected and 
how 

Is the risk 
high, 
medium 
or low? 

Existing and/or intended control measures Any further actions needed, 
who will carry them out 
and when 

People 
dancing / 
following 
along the 
instructor 
during the 
presentation / 
lecture.  

People could trip or hit 
themselves by accident without 
a first aider nearby. This risk 
gets amplified by unsuitable 
dancing conditions like hazards 
due to the environment or 
unsuitable clothing and shoes.  
 
The risk of general medical 
emergencies unrelated to dance 
remains as well.  

Medium People are asked to assess their environment and 
circumstances and to remove any hazards where 
possible. If no suitable dance environment can be 
established, the participant is kindly asked to refrain 
from following along and just listen, watch and ask 
questions.  
 
People are advised to have a second person nearby in 
case of emergency. If no person is available, people are 
advised to turn their video on so that the instructor can 
see if any person is having an emergency and can initiate 
suitable steps for help.  
 

 

https://www.cambridgedancers.org/
https://www.cambridgedancers.org/
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2020/684/regulation/5/made
https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus


All lecturers are required to have suitable insurance.  
 
All risks not stemming from mistakes of the lecturer will 
be on the participants own responsibility. This includes 
but is not restricted to the choice of their environment 
and if they want to follow along or not. The club commits 
to raising awareness for possible risks and unsuitable 
conditions, however cannot provide liability for their 
mitigation due to the nature of online teaching.  

 

The link to the latest governmental regulations in the description section may be updated without a vote of the full committee at the president’s discretion.  

 

Please complete the following section to confirm that this constitutes a suitable and sufficient assessment of risk. This risk assessment will be under constant 

review in accordance to the rapidly changing governmental regulations and guidance.  

Reviewed by (name + position) Signature Date 

Sarah Ursel (President)  25/07/2020 

 

Note: This risk assessment was approved by the CDC committee on 25/07/2020. 

 


